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Bihar B.Ed CET Previous Year’s Cut Off, Qualifying Marks
 March 13, 2024 by Ritesh Sharma
   
Bihar B.Ed CET Previous Year’s Cut Off: After the victorious conclusion of the Bihar B.Ed CET 2022 exam, all the applicants who sat in the exam are holding back to get any news about the B.Ed CET exam result from the LNMU’s officials. The candidates will be shortlisted on the basis of the cut-off marks decided by the conducting body and it’s not going to be an easy task for the authorities to create the cut-off marks list when candidates across the state appear in the exam with the aim to get admission in the top B.Ed universities of the state. The following article will help in understanding the whole concept of the Bihar B.Ed CET 2022 cut-off & qualifying marks.
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Bihar B.Ed CET Previous Year’s Cut Off
The LNMU’s officials will prepare the Bihar B.Ed CET cut-off marks for all the candidates will be prepared category-wise and will include the names of the opening and closing ranks for the participating colleges. The candidates who fall under the cut-off marks range will directly get admission into that respective college. The officials will prepare cut-off marks on the grounds of the previous year’s cut-off marks and many more. If you are facing any trouble with the Bihar B.Ed CET cut-off marks, qualifying marks keep reading this article.



	Organization Name	Lalit Narayan Mithila University (LNMU)
	Exam Name	Bihar B.Ed Common Entrance Test (CET-B.Ed) 2022
	Category	Cut-Off Marks
	Exam Date	23rd June 2022
	Result Status	19th July 2022
	Result Mode	Online
	Location	Bihar
	Official Website	lnmu.ac.in

Also Check
	Bihar B.Ed Government Colleges
	Bihar B.Ed College List 
	Bihar B.Ed Result 2023

Bihar CET B.Ed Cut-Off Marks & Qualifying Marks
Bihar B.Ed Cut-Off Marks: It’s binding for all the applicants who sat in the examination to score the cut-off marks decided by the university. If they scored sufficient cut-off marks then their name will be mentioned in the merit list that will escort them to the next stages of the selection procedure. As per the information brochure, the Bihar CET B.Ed question booklet was of 120 marks. At present, the official cut-off marks aren’t available but we’ve created tentative cut-off marks according to question paper marks whose table is drawn below:
	Categories 	Tentative Cut-Off Marks 
	General/OBC	60-80 out of 120 marks
	SC/ST/PWD/EWS/EBC	40-50 out of 120 marks
	Ex-Servicemen/Females	32-39 out of 120 marks

Qualifying Marks: The minimum qualifying marks has been divided category-wise decided by the university officials and the details about the qualifying marks to clear the Bihar B.Ed 2022 CET are given below:
	Category	Qualifying Marks 
	General/OBC	35%
	SC/ST/EBS/BC/PWD/EWS	30%

Elements affecting the B.Ed Common Entrance Test 2022 Cut-Off Marks
There are many elements that are kept in mind by the authorities while creating the cut-off marks so that the deserving candidate can make up to the next stages and those elements are shared below:
   
	Total candidates who were present on exam day.
	Marks achieved by the candidates.
	Previous year cut-off marks.
	Marking Strategy.
	Tie-Breaking Criteria.
	Marks reserved for other categories.

Tie-Breaking Criteria
If the situation is created where two or more candidates scored the same cut-off marks and allotted the seat to the deserving candidate the authorities will take the help of different methods which are:
	The applicant older in age will be chosen for the seat.
	In case, the age also matches then applicant will be selected on the basis of the English alphabetical order.

LNMU CET B.Ed Previous Years Cut-Off Marks 
Category-Wise Cut-Off 2019 & 2018:
	Category	Cut-Off Marks (2019)	Cut-Off Marks (2018)
	General/OBC	60-70	70-80
	SC/ST	40-50	40-50
	PWD	40	37
	EWS	36	39
	EBC	36	46
	Ex-Servicemen	40	38

How to check Bihar B.Ed CET 2022 cut-off marks?
Dear reader, if you are still reading this article then make sure that you go through this section very deeply because you will encounter with the steps through which you can check Bihar B.Ed CET cut-off marks:
	Visit the LNMU’s official website lnmu.ac.in.
	Under the column of ‘News & Announcements/Office Order’, the link of ‘B.Ed CET Cut-Off marks’ will be given.
	The pdf file will get open containing the names of shortlisted candidates.
	Go through the file and search for your name.

You can also check your Bihar B.Ed CET cut-off marks by enteirng the login credentials also (if available). 

Pointers are given inside Cut-Off Marks list 
	Candidates Name.
	Roll No.
	Category.
	Cut-Off Marks.
	Final Status.

Bihar B.Ed CET 2022 Selection Procedure 
After the publishment of cut-off marks, the universities will post the merit list that will include the names of those candidates who successfully cleared the written test. On the grounds of marks, the participating universities will invite the qualified candidate to attend the seat allotment and counselling session.
At the end of the counselling session, the candidates who’ll be finalised by the university have to complete all the admission procedures. Once the admission procedures are completed the shortlisted candidates will be given permission to attend the orientation round and classes for 2022-2023 academic session.
	Official Website 	Click Here
	Bihar News Homepage	Click Here
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